What is it that defines a school? Is it the physical building composed of bricks and steel? In fact, it is defined by those who spend their days walking the halls and participating as members of the community. It is the students who partake in various sports and activities. It is the teachers who spend countless hours. It is the administration, support staff and para-professionals who strive to reach and assist all students. It is the community and the proud cheering fans at the events. It is the spirit that makes us all COMMODORES!
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music he hears, however measured or far away.

Thoreau"
Matthew Abare
Vol. Firefighter, Vol. Rescue, Vocational center 3-4

‘Do onto others, before they do onto you.’ Matthew, you have made us very proud of the young man you’ve become. We know you will be very successful in whatever you decide to do in life. We love you!
Love Mom and Roger

Daniel J. Adams
Soccer 1-3, Lacrosse 3-4, Snowboard Team 1-4, FFA 2-4.

Where did it all go? From baby bottles to Nalgene bottles. From diapers to boxers. From tricycles to snowboards. From ABC’s to biology. From holding your hand to letting it go... where did it all go? I love you, my Danny, so very much. Take care and look both ways.
Mom

“Scars heal... Glory fades and we’re left with all the memories made, oh yeah, pain hurts, but only for a minute, yeah, life is short so go on and live it ‘cause the chicks dig it.” -Chris Cagle
Sen-We sincerely hope you have learned as much from us as we have learned from you.
We love you very much.
Bob & Box

It seems like yesterday we were picking you up from kindergarten and here you are a senior. You are a very caring young man young. We are so proud of you. Reach for your dreams. Love you, Mom and Dad.

“IT isn’t over ‘till it’s over”

Ross Armell
Wrestling, Basketball, Mechanics

Elias H. Baldwin
Honor Society 3-4, Rowing Team 1-4, History Club 1-3, NHD State Champion 2, Eagles Club Gad Flag and Country 1-2, Legion Speech 3, Rotary Speech 3, VFW Speech 1-3, State Champion 3, Peace One day Speaker 3,4, WCAX Poetry Contest Champion 3, Chorus 3-4, History Club President 4, Musical 4, NHS Secretary 4, Math Team 4, German Club 4, Yearbook 4, Soccer Club 4, Yo-Yo Club 4, Jefords Art Award 3, Student Tutor 3

‘The relation of the present to the past was always considered. If you considered the past and the future to be all contained in the present, why, that was irrefutable. The present was what you lived for. And if your motorcycle is working, why worry about it? But if you consider the present to be merely an instant between the past and the future, just a passing moment, then to neglect the past and future of the present is bad policy, indeed.” - Robert A. Heinlein, ‘The Art of Motorcycle Maintenance’
Ash, Sweet Pea, Sweetie, Queen Elizabeth

Big Sister 1-2, History Club 1-2, Vermont History Day 1-2, French Trip 1, Poetry Club 2, Kodak Young Leader 2, Yearbook 3-4, Co-editor 4, UVM TRIO/Upward Bound 1-4, Rowing Team 1-4, Ferrisburgh Children's Theatre 1-4.

"Happiness is not a destination. It is a method of life." -Burton Hills
Use what talents you possess; the woods would be very silent if no birds sang except those that sang best." -Henry VanDyke

We are so proud of you. You have grown into a very strong, independent young woman. You bring smiles to our faces and joy to our hearts. Always follow your dreams and live your life with laughter and happiness.

Love,
Squad, Dad, Bougie, Sadie

We all have sorrow

Bridge (Moon),
We're all very proud of the independent, strong willed, self-reliant, caring, young woman you've become. You've worked hard for your accomplishments. Never give up sketching and painting. You're a good friend and team player. We wish you on ly the best in everything you do. We'll always be there if you need us.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jenny, Rae, Eve, and Sue

"Draw a crazy picture,
Write a nutty poem,
Sing a mumble-gumble song,
Whistle through your compl,
Do a loony-goony dance
Cross the kitchen floor,
Put something silly in the world
That ain't been there before."
-Shef Silverstein

Soccer 2-4, Basketball 1-4, State Champs 3, Captain 2, Track and Field 1-3, Softball 4, Band 1-4, Peer Mediator 1-4, Prom Comm. 3, Float 1-4, Project Grad. 4, Grad Comm. 4, Yearbook 3-4, Nutrition Comm. 3-4, Yo-Yo Club 4.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Grace, Oakley, Q.

Big Sister 1-2, History Club 1-2, Vermont History Day 1-2, French Trip 1, Poetry Club 2, Kodak Young Leader 2, Yearbook 3-4, Co-editor 4, UVM TRIO/Upward Bound 1-4, Rowing Team 1-4, Ferrisburgh Children's Theatre 1-4.

"It's only as weird as you wanna make it."

Love,
Squad, Dad, Bougie, Sadie
Follow your dreams, they will lead the way to true happiness.

Trina Belle,
For the last 17 years you have filled our lives with love, happiness, and laughter. We are very proud of you and your accomplishments.
Love, Mom and Dad

“I paid one high price for them things!”
- Unknown

Sometimes in our lives we all have pain

“I’m so proud of you. It has been such a joy to watch you grow into a beautiful young woman. We are very fortunate to have a daughter who is kind, considerate, motivated and a great role model. We know you will be extremely successful in whatever you do. We love you very much.
Love,
Dad and Mom

Just when the caterpillar thought the world was over, it turned into a butterfly.”
- Unknown

Love, Busiel
Christina Edna Cannon
Chris, Christy, Kiki, Dogface.

"There are no miracles for those who have no faith in them."
-French Proverb

"You cannot depend on your eyes when your imagination is out of focus."
- Twain

When did the time go? I look at you and wonder, how did I get a daughter so beautiful and kind and loving? And, so here you are, ready to take flight, ready to take all your incredible ideas and skills and fashion them into something wonderful. Go off there, into the world, and believe that you can change it. Remember that you're perfect, God makes no mistakes. I love you.

Mom

Cross Country 2-4, Indoor Track 1-2, Manager 4, Track & Field 1, Prom Committee 3, Graduation Committee 4, Homecoming Float 1-2, Writer Ball Committee 4, Swim Team 2, Band 1-2, Chorus 1-3, Relay For Life 2-4, Project Grad 4, Champlain Writers Conference 2.

Joe Carter

NHS 3-4, Ryla 2, Cross Country 1-4, Captain 4, Varsity Track 1-4, Captain 4, Young Writer's Conference 3-4, Basketball 1-2, Project Serve: Bolivia and Louisiana

"You're Smarter than you look, and that's a good thing."
- Anonymous

Kyle Castillo

"Drop 'till you dance."

Kyle

You have grown up so fast. We can't believe that soon you will be starting your life as an adult. We are so very proud of all that you have accomplished over the last few years. We are so grateful to have watched our busiest grow into such a handsome, responsible young man. We love you very much and hope that you always have happy memories, and that you create many more happy memories to carry you through life.

We love you,
Mom and Dad

JV Soccer 1-2, Varsity Soccer 3-4, Indoor Track 1-4, outdoor Track 1-4, Musical 2-4 Chorus 1-4, OVYX 1, Indoor Track New England Championship 3-4, Commodore Singers 3-4, German Exchange 3-4, Big Brother 2-4, Yearbook 4, German Club 2-4.

Kyle Castillo

Walden 3-4.

Matt Chase
Dear Jamie,
Where does the time go? Yesterday you were entering kindergarten and today you are graduating from high school. We are very proud of how far you have come, and wish you the best of luck as you venture out into a world full of unknowns. May you face life head on, and not be afraid to experience the joys and adventures that await you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

FFA 2-4,
Vocational 3-4.

Kelli Jo Cloutier
Kace, KJ, Kaci Mae

"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass...it's about learning how to dance in the rain."

Soccer 1-2, Addison United 1-2, Big Brother Big Sister 3.
If at first you don't succeed, then sky diving isn't for you!

Levi, I am very proud of you. You've worked hard for this! I wish you the very best in life. Good luck with everything you do.

An exciting future waits for you. Love, Mom

* To honest service, there are commonly low wages and hard labor; in this—plenty, salient, pleasure and ease, liberty and power. Who would not balance credit on this side, when all the hazard that is ran for it, at worst, is only a sour look or to on choking? No, a merry life and a short one, that's my motto.*

Musical 1-4, Indoor Track 1,3,4, Outdoor Track 1-4, District Music Festival 1-4, All-State 2-4, New England 3-4, Commodore Singers 2-4.

Seth, we are so proud of you and the way you have grown through your high school years. You have shown that you are capable of great achievements when you put your mind to them. You have displayed compassion in the way you treat others, and wisdom in choosing your friends and your way of life. So we look forward confidently to the next chapters of your life.

With love, Mom & Dad

'Slife is like crossing a river on stepping stones and you're doing fine, but you know the next one won't be reached without major grain injury.'
"If you don't know where you are going, you will probably end up somewhere else."

Laurence J. Peter

"Shayla, we can hardly believe you are graduating. You have grown into a beautiful young woman. You care deeply for others and we know your kindness will be appreciated by many through out the years. We will always love you.

Mom & Dad"

Shayla J. Culver
Shv. Shy Shy, Boo.
Shy-maha

"I'll help you carry on"
You're only given one spark of madness. You mustn't lose it." Anonymous

"Shon,
I am very proud of you. You've worked hard to get where you are. Love you very much.
Love, Mom"

"It's all about the benefits."
"Drive on with the mission."

Basketball 1-2, AAU, BCT
Grad 1 Sept. 2006, Track 3, Lacrosse 3-4

FRANCISCO DINUNZIO
FRANCE, F Ware, Digdinks
"Extra credit, it helps everything, kinda like a band-aid." -Ben Adams


"I graduated from the University of life. All right? I received a degree from the school of Hard Knocks. And our colors were black and blue baby."

Benjamin Eddington

Bianca, I am very proud of the beautiful, strong and independent young woman you have become. Your determination and fearless approach to life will take you where ever you want to go. Dream big and reach for the stars, I know you would never settle for less.

Love, Mom

"We're all just a bunch of apes walking around playing with stuff."

-Charlie

Vocational-Culinary 4.

Congratulations Mitchell, We're so proud of you! Love Always, Mom, Dad, Lindsay & Chase

Snowboarding 2-3.

Mitchell Gallison
Amanda

Take time to love, to hear to see. But most of all take time to be.

Basketball 2,4
Softball 1-4 Captain 4
Student Leadership 3
Float Building 4

Andrea,
The years have flown by. Our little girl with the beautiful big, blue eyes and freckles has grown up into a lovely young woman. We are so proud of you and wish you a bright future. We're always here for you.

Love,
Dad and Mom

Elizabeth Go-Rette

"You're a hard worker, you're a great team player and you're the kind of player that never quits." - Brian Cam

Volleyball 1-4, Cheerleading 1-3 Cap. 3, Basketball 4, Softball 1-4 Cap. 4, Homecoming Boat 2-4, Prom committee 1, Band 1-4, Addison United 2-4, Project Grad.

Elizabeth, since the day we met, you have been a joy in my life. I'm sorry for the time we lost, but the time we have spent together has been a pleasure. I have thoroughly enjoyed watching you grow into a talented athlete. You are a beautiful young woman with a very bright future ahead of you. I wish you many years of health & happiness. Keep smiling.

Love,
Dad

Your sunny disposition and enjoyment of life have made watching you grow into a beautiful young woman a joy. We are so proud of you.

Be yourself.
Love,
Mom, Joe & Boys

Kara Marie,
We are amazed by you everyday. You are wise beyond your years. It has been a joy to watch you grow. Always know, we are here for you. Enjoy this next chapter of your life.

We love you so much
Pooh,
Mom & Dad

"The human heart is vast enough to contain all the world." - Joseph Conrad

Youthbook 1-4, Editor 4, Student Council 2-3, Trm. Student Council Vice President 4, Homecoming Float 1-4, Senior Video 4, Winterball Committee 4, German Exchange 1-4, Project Grad. 4, Prom Committee 1, Rowing 1-4, German Club 3, Spirit Committee 2, Community Service Committee 2-4, Women's Basketball Conference 2.

Kara Grimes

Adam Graves

Adam.
We are so proud of you and the accomplishments that you have made through the years. Thank you for being you continue with your dreams and which we all know, it has to be hunting. Love,

Mom & Dad

Somebody to lean on

"There ain't a prayer without lead in the air."
"We all do what we can, so we can do just one more thing. We won’t have a thing, so we’ve got nothing. We can all be free. Maybe not with words. Maybe not with a look. But with your mind."

As if you could fall into a world without injuring eternity.

We are so proud of you! We love you. Keep on rocking the free world.

Mom & Scott

Basketball 1-2, Basketball Captain 2, Big Sister 3, Athletic Leadership Conference 2, Prom Committee 3, Float Committee 1-4, Locks of Love 3, Honor Roll 1-4, Blood Drive 3-4, Project Grad 4

Sarah Housen
Say, Sable, Sarah, Baby Girl

Bean- it has been wonderful watching you grow up. We love and we’ll always be there for you.

Love Mom and Dad

“We travel on a road of darkness. It’s our job to find our own light, our own path. Like a burning building is a disaster with you inside. You need a Hero, A Fire Fighter, that’s what I am.” - I’m your Hero, I’m your Fire Fighter

Teddy, you have always been at the heart of our family, delighting us all with your wonderful humor and that admirable way you live your life. You accomplish so much but don’t let your skills derail your pursuit of that which makes you happy! Chieffy, you are very much your grateful self at no one’s expense. With these gifts, keep up the great job you’re doing at making the world a better place and have fun! We love you so.

"Depeptron zero!"
Anonymous

Please swallow your pride
"Houston...uh...we have a problem."

What is measured is the journey made and the destination reached."

"To do a great right, you have to do a little wrong. So dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today!"
Anonymous

"If I have things you need to borrow..."

Walden 4, Death Metal 2-4

Culinary Arts 1

League Bowling

Job for a Skeeter

Anonymous
"To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe."

Maia, Our Halloween baby! You have been a treat since day one. What a beautiful, confident young lady you have become. Your intelligence and independence will serve you well. We have no doubt that you will succeed in whatever and wherever your life journey takes you. Love, Your Family.

"Sipin' Dipin' Huntin' muddin'."

Shaw, If we had a talking parrot the first thing it would have learned to say is "Hi, this is Danae from the high school. Is Shaw out sick today?" For every mountain you attempt to climb, we hope you conquer it. Keep up the hard work and live your dreams. Love, Mom and Dad

"Wicked Me"
"A day in which we have not laughed is a day wasted." - unknown

Dear Caitlin, We are so proud of you! The past seven years have been a hell of a ride but we made it through! We have watched you grow into a beautiful young woman. It brings tears to our eyes to see you graduating high school this year! Congrats! Love, Mam-Bear and Daddy

"Character is like a tree and reputation like its shadow. The shadow is what we think of it, the tree is the real thing." - Abraham Lincoln

Dear Caitlin, Our years at high school have been so fun. But now you are leaving me. So now I will have to find a new way to have fun at school. Well good luck in your college days.

Love always, Samantha J. M. Miller

"Do not throw the grass." - Unkown

"Am I supposed to be happy when all I ever wanted comes with a price?" - RA
"This is Ramboanilly veggie," Damian Kulash Jr.
"Why do people die? To make life important," Tom Fee Under
"The lesser of the two evils is the lesser of two evils." - Unkown
"Stand for something, or you'll fall for anything." - And
"You have so much volume, you're loud and proud!" - Julianne Caring
"Meaning is not in things but in between them." - Velvet Goldmine
"I would like to be anonymous to you. I hope you understand." - Stephen Chbosky
"Satan sleeps with a teddy bear and sucks his thumb." - Alicia Abrahamson
"Free Bambani! Sorry and Sally!" - No Comment - Ashley Barnes

Cheerleading 1-4, Chorus 1, Flags 1-2, State Champs 3

Alexis Rose LaBerge
Lexi, Rose Totes, Sew Lexi

Elayne LaBombard
Sassy Will Waters, Wayne, Eff, LoVish

Wilson Kyle Korth

FFA 2-4
"There ain't no prayer if there isn't any lead in the air."
Anonymous

From your first day of frogging to the latest season, you've always had a good attitude and brought home joyful tales. My wish for you is success, whatever you hunt.
With love always, Mom

"No teacher, preacher, parent, friend or wise man can decide what's right for you -- just listen to the voice that speaks inside."
Shel Silverstein

"Never eat anything at one sitting that you can't lift."
Miss Piggy

Dear Sophie,
We have enjoyed the trip with you down the road to athletic and academic achievements. You're ready for what's ahead -- just take time to enjoy the trip, you deserve it.
Love Mom and Dad

Student Council 1, Varsity Soccer 2-4, JV Soccer 1, Indoor Track 2-4, Track & Field 1-4, Captain 2-4, 1000m State Champ 2, 150m State Champ 2, 4x800m State Champ 3, Prom Committee 3, Graduation Committee 4, Peer Tutor 3-4, Float building 1-4

"Live free or die trying."
Anonymous

"Content is of great importance, but we must never underestimate the value of style."
Maya Angelou

Alexandra, Each and every day we are so thankful for you being our daughter. Seeing life through your eyes and actions has truly been an incredible experience. Your laughter and love of life are truly contagious. Now it's time to make your mark in the world. The best is yet to come. Love you more than you love me!
Mom and Dad

Baseball, Hunting, Fishing

SOPHIE LARSON

ANDREW J. LALUMIERE

Forestry 3-4

ALEXANDRA MAE LARROW

Chorus 1-4, President 1-4, Commodores Singers 1-4, NHTS 3-4, NCA All-American Nominated 2, Miss Vermont National Teenager 2003, Musical 1-4, American Legion Oratorical State Champion 3, Super Team 2003, Girl's State President of 4th Senate 3, Math Team 2-4, Math Tutors 3-4, Outdoor Track & Field 3-4, District 1-2, All-State Softball 2, Relay for Life 1, 14, VT History Champ 3, GFVC Speech Champ 3-4, People to People 4, Who's Who 2-4, Samsung Scholarship 4

DUSTIN LABLANC
Andrew J. LeGault
Gooey

Soccer 1-4,
Musical 2-4,
OVX 1

"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate, our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light not our dark that most frightens us. You're only small when you do not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that others leave more space around you. We are all meant to shine as children do. It is not just in some, it is everyone. As we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give others the right to do the same. As we liberate from ourselves, our presence automatically liberates others."  
Anonymous

Zane Hawk Leno

F.F.A. 1-4, JV
Baseball 1,
Varsity Baseball
2-4

"Pain heals, chicks dig scars, glory lasts forever."  
Anonymous

And I'll be your friend

Lizzy, You made it. I never thought this day would come. You have worked so hard. The self-disciplined, motivated and intelligent person you have become has given you the tools to be a winner in life. I am so proud to be the father of such an awesome person. God bless you. Love, Dad

"A woman is like a teabag - you never know how strong she is until you put her in hot water."  
Nancy Reagan

There is no such thing as can't, only won't.

Cross Country 3, Indoor
Track 2-4, Track & Field
1-4

Lil.
You came into my life, not as a child, but certainly not grown-up. I never knew how close was too close, but you grew in my heart just the same. My life has been enriched by our relationship and you mean the world to me. The banana is within your grasp. Grab it and run. One last word of wisdom...impulse buying is not a good thing, I love you bunches.

Elizabeth Lowe

JV Soccer 2, JV
Cheerleading 1,
Varsity Cheerleading
2-4, Rowing 3, Flags
2-3, Prom Committee
3, Homecoming 2,
Yearbook 4, Project
Grad 4, State
Champs 3

"The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, you're given a test that teaches you a lesson."  
Anonymous

Lizzy, You made it. I never thought this day would come. You have worked so hard. The self-disciplined, motivated and intelligent person you have become has given you the tools to be a winner in life. I am so proud to be the father of such an awesome person. God bless you. Love, Dad

"A woman is like a teabag - you never know how strong she is until you put her in hot water."  
Nancy Reagan

There is no such thing as can't, only won't.

Cross Country 3, Indoor
Track 2-4, Track & Field
1-4

Lil.
You came into my life, not as a child, but certainly not grown-up. I never knew how close was too close, but you grew in my heart just the same. My life has been enriched by our relationship and you mean the world to me. The banana is within your grasp. Grab it and run. One last word of wisdom...impulse buying is not a good thing, I love you bunches.

Elizabeth Lowe

JV Soccer 2, JV
Cheerleading 1,
Varsity Cheerleading
2-4, Rowing 3, Flags
2-3, Prom Committee
3, Homecoming 2,
Yearbook 4, Project
Grad 4, State
Champs 3

"The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, you're given a test that teaches you a lesson."  
Anonymous
Adam Marszalkowski
FFA 1-4
ACM 3-4

"If it bleeds it goes good with potatoes."

Elizabeth McCarthy
Band 1-4, Chorus 3, Musical 2-4, History Club 1, History Day 1, Districts 2-4, National Art Honor Society 2-4

"Life will defend itself no matter how small it is." - Life is Pi by Yann Martel

I'll help you carry on

David McClellan

"What you don't do today will bite you in the butt tomorrow."

Corey Melnick

"The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep."

Dear Corey,
Can you read our minds?

Love,
Mom and Dad

XC 3-4, Track 2-4, Musical Pit 3-4, NHS 3-4, Jazz Band 1-4, German Exchange 3-4
"It's the same process for doing anything, anywhere in life no matter how big or small the stage. Whether it's running a corporation, taking a test in the second grade, or taking a shot to win the game, at that moment you are the sum total of all the work you have put in, nothing more and nothing less. If you are confident you have done everything possible to prepare yourself, then there is nothing to fear." - Michael Jordan

"I'll hold a place for you and inside my heart for you and I, I won't forget these tears I cried, with every year that passes by." - Softball 1-3, Leadership Council 3

Dear Chelsea, We have been through so much together you and me. Wow, you grew up right in front of me and all when I look at you and see my little girl. You and me we're very much alike. Maybe more than both of us care to mention.

Stubborn, consistent, determined, caring, and loving in ways that not everyone understands do. I understand that a love between a daughter and mother is like no other. It grows over time and develops into a lasting friendship. I value the time we spend together and cherish every moment that you allow me to be a part of your life. I hope more than anything that you find in life what you're looking for. There's a whole world out there waiting for you to discover. Take the time to explore outside your safety zone. Follow every dream even if they turn out different than you expected, a dream not followed merely turns into regret later. I should have... I could have... but I didn't. That's just not you. 'If I could I would try to shield your innocence from time... but that part of life I gave you, isn't mine. I watch you grow, so I could let you go..." Love Mom

Phil is a very caring and enthusiastic person. His vibrant personality gives us daily joy and we are very lucky to have him as a son. We are confident that however life unfolds for him, he will leave a lasting impression of integrity and kindness on everyone he meets. Love your family... Dad, Mom, Britney, and Molly.

"The most useless day of all is that in which we have not laughed." - Debra McQueen

Phil is, Swimming 1-4, Track 3-4, Student Council 1-3, Homecoming 2-4, History Club 1-4, Math Team 4, Prom Committee 3, Winter Ball Committee 4, Yearbook 4

"Baseball 1-3, Love Connection 1-4"
"Our life is a gift from God. What we do with that life is our gift to God."
- Unknown

"What sunshine is to flowers, smiles are to humanity. These are but trifles, to be sure; but scattered along life's pathway, the good they do is inconceivable."
- Joseph Addison

Sonja,
You are such a precious gift to us, you are a shining star. We know that you will be blessed and be a blessing in all you do.
We love you,
Mom and Dad

"I'm Like Jesus."
-Nic Cormier

Heather,
As you graduate, we want you to know how proud we are of you. You always set goals for yourself and strive for the best in everything you do. Be true to yourself and do what makes you truly happy. You have made some great memories and I know there are a lot of great times to come!
We love you so much,
Mom and Dad

"Aim for success, not perfection, never give up on your right to be wrong, because then you will lose the ability to learn new things and move forward with your life."
- Dr. David M. Burns

"A friend is one that knows you as you are and understands where you have been, accepts what you have become and still gently allows you to grow."
-Shakespeare

Jv Soccer 1, MVP 1, Varsity Soccer 2-4, Captain 3-4, Co-MVP 3, Addison United 1-4, Indoor Soccer Champs 3, Sports Athletic Leadership Conference 3, Graduation Committee 4, Homecoming Float 1-3, French Trip 4

Sara,
You are a strong, compassionate, and enthusiastic person who remembers to blend humor with life and all that life has to offer. It has been my honor and privilege to watch you grow. May the path that you choose bring you everything that you want.
I love you,
Mom

"We can learn a lot from crayons; some are dull, some are pretty, some are dull, some have weird names, and all are different colors...but they all exist very nicely in the same box."
-Unknown

Light Crew 1-3, Upward Bound 1-4 Musical 4, Chorus 1-4

Sara Partington
Christopher David Payne

Wrestling 1-3, Youth Alive 1-4

"Tomorrow is the most important thing in life. It comes into us at midnight very clean. It's perfect when it arrives and it puts itself in our hands. It hopes we've learned something from yesterday."

- John Wayne

Christopher: The debater; the one with creative logic. You always keep us on our toes. God will direct your path so follow the light He lays before you. You are a wonderful son.

Love
Mom and Dad

Somebody to lean on

Beam, Know how very proud of you we are. Use your determination and independence to get you where you want to go. We know you will succeed!
Luv u 2

Baseball, FFA

Brendan Pierce

Jacob F. Phinney

Baseball 2, Hannaford Career Center 3-4

Dear Bebe, My angel sent down from Heaven, one who melts hearts with her beautiful smile and the sparkle in her eyes. I'm always here for you! Thank you for being my friend and daughter.
I love you.
Mummy

Dear Aimee,
Where has the time gone? I'm so proud of all you've done. I know you will do great in all you do with your enthusiasm, terrific personality and a smile that just makes you glow. Dream big and reach for the stars. Don't wait and don't let any one steal your dreams. Love you and am proud of you.
Love,
Dad

"We laughed until we had to cry, we loved right down to our last goodbye, but over the years we'll smile and recall, for just one moment...we had it all.

-Unknown

JV Basketball 1-2, Prom Committee 3, Home Coming 2, Yearbook 4, Project Grad. 4, Rowing 3

Aimee L. Plouffe
Mike, What a sweet, gentle soul you are. Your kindness is a gift- Share it with everyone. We are so proud of you- May all your hopes fall right at your feet. Love Forever, Mom & Dad

*Show me a guy who's afraid to look bad, and I'll show you a guy you can beat everytime.* Lou Brock

"Isn't nice to want." Jess, I love you dearly. You've grown up into a great young lady full of hope for the future. Keep setting your sights high. I am very proud of you and your accomplishments. Love, Dad
"Going to church doesn't make you a Christian anymore than sitting in the garage makes you a car."

Steve, Always remember who you are, a child of God. Keep your heart set on him and everything else will fall in place. We are so proud of you. You are such a blessing in our lives. Love, Mom & Dad

"I intend to live forever, so far so good." Stephen Wright

Arthur, You are an amazing son. Remember I am always here for you. Be happy. I love you Attie,Mama

"I'm bringing sexy back."

"I already brought Sexy back."

Books Across Borders 3,
Nutrition Committee 3-4,
Musical 4

Sierra Rousseau
C-URRA,
WWW.MYSOCCE.COM/PRINCESSL

Shiloh Rose
Roussseau
Sib, Sir-Pee
"All the world is birthday cake, so take a piece, but not too much."
George Harrison

Mandy,
You have proven to everyone that nothing is beyond your reach. You have the
potential to be able to play in the WNBA and
discover a cure for cancer at the same time.
What a moment. Tell Deana well and have fun
during the way. Your future is so good hardly
your own. We’re proud of you and love
you very much.
Dad and Mom

Class President 1-4, Prom
Committee 2-3, Soccer 1-4,
Soccer Captain 1-4, Basketball 1-
4, Basketball Captain 2-4,
Yearbook 4, Rowing 2 & 4,
School Representative-4,
Basketball State Champion 2-
3, Band 1-2, Project Grad 4,
Homecoming Float 1-4, VT
Student, Dream Dream 2-3,
AAU Basketball 1-3,
Residential Care Center
Volunteer 2-4, Yo-Yo Club 4,
Graduation 4

"Fun is never letting your feet hit the ground."
Anonymous

"Reach for the moon, even if you miss
you’ll land among the stars."
Anonymous

Hilary,
For a baby who was hesitant to join the
world you have matured into a confident
young woman. By enlightening our hearts
with your confidence and love for others.
the best will always find you.
From our hearts, love Mom and Mark

"I’ll share your load"

RACHEL AMBER
RUGGLES
RAIG, RAY

GIAN SAMARITONI

Baseball 1-4

'SMost people believe what
others tell them to believe, so
that is not their true beliefs. The
only way to find what you truly
believe is to second guess
everything you are told and
everything you have learned.
Picking out what you believe to
be true."
Anonymous

Soccer 1-2, Cross-
country-4, Indoor
Track 1-4, Outdoor
Track 1-4, Band 1-
Chorus-3, Musical 2-4

HILARY SENESEAC

AMANDA BEVERLY
SCOTT
Mandy, Wammy, Baby
The world is much less toss and paddle wonderful.
—F.F. Comings

Woke up it was a Chico's morning, and the first thing I saw was the sun through the yellow curtains, and a rainbow on the wall. Blue, red, green, and gold to welcome you, crimson crystal heads to beckon. One way you stay well put on the day, there's a sun show every second.
—Jonie Mitchell

Each child is a new being, a potential prophet, a new spiritual prince (princess), a new spark of light precipitated into the outer darkness. Who are we to decide that it is hopeless?" RD Laing.

Brittany, Congratulations on achieving your goals! Your hard work and determination have paid off. Keep focused on your wishes and aspirations because you have what it takes to succeed. We wish you the best. Love, Rodney & Megan Goffen

Rowing Club 1-4, Maritime Museum-Boat Building, Honor Roll, Student Council 1-2

Life is a dance. You learn as you go. Sometimes you lead, sometimes you follow. Don't worry bout what you don't know. Life's a dance you learn as you go.
—Becca

Hanna: The only way I could love you more would be if you were me. Love, Dad

Hanna is a complex person simultaneously manifesting softness and intensity and exhibiting them in unique ways. I am in awe of her complexity. She is an invaluable part of our family unit.
—Mom

I want to read good news, good news. I want to be a little kid again want to read good news, good news, but nothing good is happening.

Life is a dance. You learn as you go. Sometimes you lead, sometimes you follow. Don't worry bout what you don't know. Life's a dance you learn as you go.
—Becca
Jacob, Wow, I can’t believe that we are seniors this year. These past three years have been wonderful, but they have flown by too quickly. Keep believing in yourself, in us, and in God. I love you more than you will ever know.
Love, Kimmie

Jacob Tromley

FFA, Wrestling 1-4, Baseball

Aaron Van Wyck

"It's not enough that we do our best; sometimes we have to do what's required."
Sir Winston Churchill

Basketball 1-2, Bridge Building 1-3, Transferred 4

Aaron

How exciting to see you at this stage of life—ready to graduate. From the day you were born you have given so great joy. You're a hard worker who performs beyond the assigned tasks, are loyal to your family and friends, and are a sincere and honest young man. We pray that you will serve the Lord with all your heart now and in the future.
Love, Mom & Dad

Lindi, I am so proud of you. You are a shining star. Keep believing that you have the passion, intelligence, creativity and wisdom to make all your dreams come true. May God guide you. Love, Mom

Lindi, Lou. Take time to smell the flowers while you take on each challenge, remembering God is by your side. Thanks for making me proud to be your Dad. Love ya, Daddles

"I am not afraid of the storm, for I am learning to sail my ship." Louisa May Alcott

Lindi VanDeWeert

"Tragedy is when I cut my finger. Comedy is when you walk into an open sewer and die."
M. Brooks

"All paid jobs absorb and degrade the mind." Aristotle

"Because he has no goal in mind, Everything he does will succeed." Lao-tzu

John Viscido

"The Master does not seek fulfillment. Not seeking, not expecting, She is present, and can welcome all things."
Lao-tzu
"To the world you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world."

It's all just a big laugh.

"Time makes us while we are making time."
Theodore Roetuke

"Justin, I love you and I'm proud to be your father." Love, Dad

Justin, Go for life and never let go. We are here and will always be.
Love,
Jim, Gloria, Lindsy and Shannon

Even if you're on the right track, you'll get run over if you just sit there. "Will Rogers

School play 2, Drama Club 2-3, Newspaper 3, Walden 4

EMERG

Elizabeth Werner-Cavin

Ryan West
I just might have a problem that you’d understand.

"I am what I am..."
Kim, You have grown into a beautiful, talented, warm-hearted, strong young lady and we adore you. We wish you and Jesse all of the best in life yet to come. We are very proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Josh

"Be careful what you wish for."

Chorus 1-2, Hannaford Career Center Printing 2, A.R.T. 3, Art/Design 4

Kimberly Ann St. Once Kim, Kim

"Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith." - Hebrews 12:1, 2a
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES

BEST DRESSED:
Ashley Bushell, Ben Eddington

CLASS CLOWNS:
Chelsea Montani, Jacob Trombley

BEST CHARACTER:
Ashley Barnes, Mike Prime

BIGGEST MYS PACERS:
Sierra Rousseau, Shiloh Rousseau, Coty Dayton

Inseperable Friends
Sierra Rousseau and Arthur Rosetti
Maia Jones, Aimee Plouffe and Heather Marcelle

MOST ARTISTIC:
Nick Donnelly, Bridgette Bolduc

WORST DRIVERS:
Lizzie Sevee, Dan Adams

MOST ATHLETIC:
Mandy Scott, Joe Carter

SENIOR FAVORITES
MOVIE:
High School Musical & Grease

SONG:
You could not agree on a favorite!

SINGER/BAND:
Kenny Chesney, The Rolling Stones & Usher

RESTAURANT:
The Park Squeeze, Olive Garden & Fire & Ice
BEST SMILE:
Ryan Devine, Sarah Hodsden

CLASS COUPLE:
Jacob Trombley and Kim Worley

CLASS OPPOSITES:
Rachel Burmania, Elias Baldwin

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED:
Corey Melnick, Lindi Vandeweert

SUNNY-SIDE UP PERSONALITY:
Kim Prime, Andrea Gauthier

NICEST EYES:
Nate Merrill, Aimee Plouffe

SPORTS TEAM:
Yankees
Red Sox
Seattle

SPORT:
Basketball
Soccer
Football

ICE CREAM:
Chunky Monkey
Double Fudge
Cookie Dough

FOOTWEAR:
Flipflops
Crocs
S-kickers
All That **Glitters**
Prom 2006
I hope that the days come easy and the moments pass slow, And each road leads you where you want to go, And if you're faced with a choice, and you have to choose, I hope you choose the one that means the most to you, And if one door opens and another door closed, I hope you keep on walkin' till you find the window, If it's cold outside, show the world the warmth of your smile, But more than anything, more than anything, My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to, Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small, You never need to carry more than you can hold, And while you're out there getting where you're going to, I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too, Yeah, this, is my wish, I hope you never look back, but ya never forget, All the ones who love you, in the place you left, I hope you always forgive, and you never regret, And you help somebody every chance you get, Oh, you find God's grace, in every mistake, And you always give more than you take, But more than anything, yeah, and more than anything, My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to, Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small, You never need to carry more than you can hold, And while you're out there getting where you're going to, I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too, Yeah, this, is my wish, Rascal Flatts.
FAREWELL
TO A
WONDERFUL
FOUR YEARS
AND HELLO
TO THE
MANY WONDERFUL
YEARS AHEAD!

Amanda Wheeler
Sarah Andrew
Bridget Ryan Verberg
Michael Barber
Kendra L. Benton
Kimberly A. Waley
Adam Mesibovski
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"I took a temporary job here in 1969 and stayed until it became more permanent." With those modest words, Harmon Boyce explains his career of 38 years at VUHS. We put it in powerful terms: Dedication, Excellence, Diligence, Positive Impact, Coach, Mentor, Friend, Scientist and Teacher. We also put it in force with the voices of the Class of 2007 behind us! We thank, celebrate and treasure him!
Engaging, Intriguing, Supportive, Dependable, and Wondrously Funny... There are all words used by students to reference Mr. Dennis West. At VUHS we know what a treasure he is and salute his indomitable spirit and his passion for life. We proudly recognize him as the 2007 Teacher of the Year.

Teacher of the Year

Mr. Dennis West
Out of the Blue......
CLASSMEN

And into the White..
"Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful." Albert Schweitzer
Saluting The Freshies

CHRISTOPHER BARRY
KRISTINA BENOT
RYAN BESSETTE
GAVIN BICKNELL
MERIDITH BENVENUE
KY & BIRCHMORE
JENNIFER BOLDU

MOLLY BRIGAN
KAMERON BROOKS
JOSH A BLISHEE
NICK BUSHEE
TRISTAN BUSHEE
ALAINA CANNON
RIKKI CLOUTIER

GENEVIEVE COHN
MATTHIAS CORMIER
JUSTYN COUSIN
ROBERT COYNE
DUSTIN DATTILIO
TROY DAUDELIN
MADELINE DELANEY

GABRIEL DELGADILLO
HILARY DELISLE
JEREMY DELISLE
JOSHUA DELISLE
MARLENA DELISLE
MORGAN DENTON
JOHN DUGAN

ASHLEY ERIKSEN
SIMON FLYNN
JEFFREY FORTUNE
PAULI J FYSH
YSSA GALUSKA
JOHN GILBERT
MITCHELL GOYETTE

TUCKER HARWOOD
CODY HAWKINS
TARA HEALY
DARA HIGGINS
SPENCER HOWARD
KRISTINE JACKSON
ASHLEY JERGER

VIRGINIA JOYAL
JONATHAN KAUFFMAN
MARGARET KERSCHNER
BRIA KILBRIDE
TRAVIS KILBURN
REILLY LABERGE

SHAUNA LAFAYE
DEVON LANE
REID LUMBERA
SAMANTHA MACDONALD
AARON MALANEY
SAMANTHA MARCELLE
JASON MARSHALL
"Any piece of knowledge I acquire today has a value at this moment exactly proportioned to my skill to deal with it. Tomorrow, when I know more, I recall that piece of knowledge and use it better."

-Mark Van Doren
It's a Freshman Celebration
"In every person's life there are two moments they want to relive: One, to reexperience the joy, and the other, to erase the heartache. In each experience we can never have them back so take your time."
The Walden Experience
Take A Different Perspective
Look At Life Through A Different Lens
Mr. Ed Webbley: Co-Principal Grades 10-12

Mr. Peter Reynolds: Co-Principal Grades 7-9

Dr. Carol Spencer: Director of Curriculum

Mr. Peter Maheen: Director of Athletics

The Main Street Staff: Row 1 to R: Hilda Tallman, Carole Anderson, Tom'Obrien, Bob Owens, Kitty Oxholm, Conna Corocan. Front Row: Sally Bushey, Cecile Gebo, Betty Lewis, Alyson Cota and Carol Spencer. Missing: Linda Douville
Student Support & Guidance

"The self is not something ready made, but something in continuous formation through choice of action." John Dewey
Now Then

VUHS SECRETARIES ROCK OUR WORLD

"The future has a way of arriving unannounced." (George Will)
Looking Ahead:
Technology, Library & Media Services
Chemical Reactions: A Totally New Scene
Science at VUHS

Mr. Jim Becker, Ms. Sarah Thompson, Ms. Judy Wiger, Mr. Mark Powers
Dept. Chair

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and science. (Einstein)
Look Again At The World of Mathematics

Mrs. Nancy Abadance

Mrs. Lynn Kayhart

Mr. Glen Story

Mr. Tom Heller

Mr. Jeff Ratch
Getting Noticed in LANGUAGE ARTS

Motivated
Down Right
Dedicated
Students full of Energy
Waiting for you to take it all in!

Taking you on your English Odyssey are:
Department Chair Ann Sullivan, Meg Kepelch,
Chris Wyckoff, Karl Sleen and Cathy Spaulding.
The reason why **HISTORY** makes us speechless

Explaining the past and defining the future
ENDURANCE & TRADITION:
CELEBRATING 35 YEARS OF AGRICULTURE WITH MR. BOYCE

Teaching Us the Business of Life and Finances: Mr. Ralph Paquette

from a Different Angle
Keep Your Eyes on the Road

Inside the Heart of an Athlete

PE Teachers: Lisa Newhard, Ed Cook and Sara Cook. Keeping us all on a healthy lifestyle path!
The original! Susan & Daniel & Karen Jordan

The Art Gurus! Jeff Spencer and Leah Hammond

The Powerful Tradition of Excellence in Art and Music Continues.
Helping Putting the Special in
Education

Special Educators: Beth Adreon, Jessica Buchanan, Suzanne Buck, Kara Griswold, Lee Sherer, Laura Husk and Robin Roy - SLP. Para Educators: Nancy Kuhns, Robin Brigan, Heather Paquin, June Stansberry, Michelle Chamberlain and Laurie Bissonnette. MS Para Professionals: Sarah Lawton, Chris Phillips, Sandi Isherwood, Eileen Clark, Mary Grace, Allison Ger, Tammy Wilson, Diane Barrows, Tina Regis and Ralph Bernadini
Becoming Bilingual: Languages
All Shook Up

Mr. Matt DeBlois

Mrs. Joy Minns
"Frau"

Mrs. Kirkaldy
THE ABBEY GROUP

LUNCH TIME
In Tribute to Twenty-Seven Years of Dedicated Service....

Leonard, While we may not have always said, we always noticed the way this building shines. We noticed your friendly smile and helpful hands at all times. We noticed that you love fishing and hunting and that retirement has called to you. We wish you all the best and salute and thank you.... With gratitude, The VUHS Community
SPORTS

New Interactive Pages
Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Dwight Irish, Caitlin Ferland, Britany Straley, Coach John Yarnell, Brittany Nevins, Grace Lange, Heather Paquette, Alison Bourdon, Danielle McClay, Mandy Scott, Abby Benton, Pete Maneen. Front Row: Sarah Lucia, Sophie Larson, Bridgette Bolduc, Elizabeth Goyette, Megn Tisbert, Mindi Nolan, Janah Hammach, Molly Presson
VERGENNES

VARSITY GIRLS SOCCER
Back Row (L to R): Brian Kilbride, Nate Cohn, Chuck Stinchfield, Jon-Paul Legault, Ryan Fortune, Tyler Birchmore, Joe Russett, Ryan Fuller, Geoffrey Fortune. Front Row: Cody Steele, Kameron Brooks, Dustin Datillio, Jackson Alexander, Kyle Birchmore.

VERGENNES
JV BOYS SOCCER
Kaitlyn Evarts
VT Summer State Championship Meet
1st Place - 200yd Individual Medley, 50yd Butterfly
2nd Place - 100yd backstroke, 100fly
New England Regional Swim Meet (1st level of New England's)
1st Place - 100yd Freestyle
New England 13-19 Age Group Championship (Highest New England Championship)
6th Place - 100yd Backstroke
Jesse Lalumiere
Regional & State Finishes
100,200 Backstroke
50,100,200 Freestyle
100 Butterfly
200 IM Jr Olymnic Gold Placement

Boys (Left to Rightish): James Sullivan, Mitch Jackman,
David Hawkins, Peter Watkins, Josh Carter, Karl Krahn, Chris Parfitt,
Corey Melnick, Joe Carter
Girls (L to R): Christina Cannon, Hillary Senesac, Julie Edwards, Avery Cook,
Ellen Watkins, Olivia Teer

VERGENNES
CROSS COUNTRY
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Back Row (L to R): Connor Merrill, Corey Haight, Elias Gallien, Jesse Lalumiere, Allen Laberge, Derrick Mardin. Middle Row: Nick Donnelly, Joe Carter, Coty Dayton. Front Row: Nate Merrill, David Kauffman, Logan Williams, Josh Carter, Chris Holwager
VERGENNES

GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL
Back Row (L to R): Chris Holwager, Jackson Lalumiere, Dan Flynn, Brian VanDeWeert, Connor Merrill, Adam Flynn, Shane Montani, Head Coach Ed Cook. Front Row: David Kauffman, Dustin Datillo, Kam Brooks, Cam Curler, Logan Williams, Jackson Alexander, Justin Lalumiere

VERGENNES

BOYS JV BASKETBALL
Back Row (L to R): Margy Kerschner, Kathleen Van Wyck.
Middle Row: Morgan Denton, Hilary Delisle, Samantha Flynn.
Front Row: Genevieve Cohn, Christina Stinchfield, Elizabeth Poquette. Missing: Brittany Quatrocci
LAKE DIVISION CHAMPIONS

VERGENNES

VARSITY CHEERLEADING
Vergennes
JV Cheerleading
Individual Competitions in Skiing & Ice Hockey

VERGENNES SNOWBOARDING
VERGENNES VARSITY
WRESTLING

VERGENNES

JV-B BASKETBALL
VERGENNES

TRACK AND FIELD
Top Row (L to R): James Thurston, Coach George Ringer, Coach Dwight Burkett, Mgr., #4
Vincent; Middle Row: Corey Haight, Gian Samaratoni, Adam Flynn, Cam Curler, Tanner
Price; Bottom Row: Mike Prime, Ryan Devine, Kaleb Roberts, Judd Evarts, Zane Leno
VERGENNES

VARSITY BASEBALL
VERGENNES

VARSITY SOFTBALL

VERGENNES
JV BASEBALL
Back Row (L to R): Samantha Flynn, Heather Regnaud, Katie Brunet, Katie Jordan.
Middle Row: Tanya Brace, Kimberly Vincent, Sarh Bissonnette, Ashley Cousino.
Front Row: Margaret Kennedy, Katie Curler, Elizabeth Poquette.
Rowing

The Icebreaker Northeast Regional Youth Open Water Rowing Championships
FIRST PLACE
The Ken Donovan Nautical Mile Second Sedges - 2006

WINNING CREW
Ashley Barnes, Elayne LaBombard, Enas Baldwin
Daniel Avery, Patrick McCarthy, Jarret Clark
Justin L'Alumiere

Varsity
Ashley Barnes, Elias Baldwin, Elayne LaBombard, Kara Grimes, Justin L'Alumiere, Patrick McCarthy, Daniel Avery, Ashley Erikson, Marlena Delise, Mavis Stansbury, Ethan Baldwin, Adam Bunde

The Icebreaker Northeast Regional Youth Open Water Rowing Championships
FIRST PLACE
Crewmaster Sprints - Novice Coxed Fours - 2006

WINNING CREW
Mavis Stansbury, Ethan Baldwin, Marlena Delise, Ashley Erikson
Fall Season: James Wakefield Rescue Row (Burlington, VT), Head of the Weir (Hull, Mass.), Northeast Regional Youth Rowing Championships (Hull, Mass.), Ice Breaker (Hull, Mass.)

Spring Season: Snow Row (Hull, Mass.) Spring Wave (Ferrisburgh, VT)

Middle School
Jarrett Clark, Peter McDurfee, Dale Erikson, Jake Thompson, Jesse Bunde, Devon Roberts
Shane Coyle, Mark Steadman, Bobby Worley, Josh Presson, Justin Labromiere, Mike Brown, Kyle Benjamin, Joe Russett, Tim Glassburg, Chuck Stinchfield, Dawson Strona, Elias Gallien, Tyler Bowles, Parker Russett, Silas Larson, Joe Goyette, Cody Nary, Devlin Rutherford, Frank Dinunzio, and Dan Adams
VERGENNES
LACROSSE
2007 Lake Division and Vermont State Division Two Cheerleading Champions

Back Row: Dani Hauser, Aly Kilbride, Dana O'Brien, Grace Lange, Jenny Johnson, Jackie Schoonmaker, Debra Hall

Middle Row: Lilli Allen, Lily Maxham, Alison Predom, Belinda Hall, Kelli Cogger

Front Row: Whitney Denny, Kim Worley, Alexis LaBerge, Amber Braun, Heather Marcelle, Ashley Bushell

DIVISION II FINAL ROUND:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vergennes</td>
<td>166 State Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U-32</td>
<td>145 Runner Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lyndon</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2006 & 2007 Vermont Pole Vault Champ Hilary Senesac

2007 Vermont State 4x800 Champions

2007 Vermont Oratorical State Champion and 2007 Vermont's Junior Miss Alexandra Larrava

CHAMPIONS
Activities
Forever Fanatic
Mrs. Step, Kara Grimes, Elayne La Bombard, Ashley Barnes & Hillary Sedelnick

David Kauffman, Jessica Sturtevant, Erin Conway.

Stephanie Terry, Billy Northrup, Abby Plankey, Maia Jones

Kristen Grant, Hillary Sedelnick and Kimberly Prime.

How many times can the Prom page disappear? Answer: Too many!

She has seven parent letters. I quit!
Vergennes Student Government
"Leading By Example"

Advisor: Nancy Kuhns
Front Row: Morgan Dennon, Christine Strickfield, Alyssa Galoszka, Molly Presson, Ellen Watkins, Rachel Ruggles, Lizzie Sevce, Kara Grimes
Missing: Linda VanDeWenter

Winterball Committee
(Left to Right)
Kara Grimes, Kim Prine, Amanda Wheeler, Mandy Scott, Rachel Ruggles, Lizzie Sevce, Kim Whorley

Project Grad (Left to Right)
Lizzie Sevce, Rachel Ruggles, Bridget Boulduc, Mandy Scott, Kara Grimes, Kim Whorley, Amanda Wheeler

Junior Prom Committee
(Left to Right)
Kaitlyn Evarts, Abbey Benton, Grace Lange, Dan Flynn, Katherine Burke, Kasee Ingram, Katee Ingram, Alison Bourdon
Missing: Joe Chugg, Erin Conway, Mindi Nolan, Josh Presson

Missing: Joe Chugg, Erin Conway, Mindi Nolan, Josh Presson
Executive Officers (Left to Right)
David Kauffman, Colin Bristow, Amanda Wheeler, Kara Grimes

Senior Class Treasurer
Lindi VanDeWeert

Senior Class Officers (Left to Right)
Rachel Ruggles, Mandy Scott, Lizzie Sevog

Freshman Class Officers (Left to Right)
Morgan Demm, Alyson Galuszka, Christina Sychfeldt, Molly Presson, Eileen Watkins

Sophomore Class Officers (Left to Right)
Charles Sychfeldt, Brittany Nevins, Samantha Flynn, Krista Westenfield, Alex Harris

Junior Class Officers (Left to Right)
Grace Lange, Abbey Benteen, Alex Bourdon, Karliyn Evarts, Joe Chopp, Josh Presson
(L to R) Dan Flynn, Jade Reed, Dan Cameron, Chris Holwager.
Missing: Abby Benton, Colin Bristow.
National Honor Society

Missing Member
Katie Jordan.
Advisor: Lynn Kayhart
Being a Part of A Tradition.

FFA & Biotechnology
"Conservation is humanity caring about the future."
Nancy Newhall
BLOOD DRIVE

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS!

SAVING LIVES!
HOMECOMING 2007
Pirates of Penzance
November 9, 10, 11
Big Bodacious Band

Take a Bath in Music once or twice a week for a few seasons.
And you will find that it is to the soul what water is to the body." Oliver Wendell Holmes
Commodore Chorus

Amazing Altos

Alt State Chorus
Helen Caven, Seth Caven, Alex Larvan, and Cown

New England Chorus and Orchestra Music Festival

Seth Cown All-Eastern Chorus
DUO & SCHOOL TO WORK

SOMETIMES WHEN WE ARE GENEROUS IN SMALL, BARELY DETECTABLE WAYS IT CAN CHANGE SOMEONE ELSE’S LIFE FOREVER. MARGARET CHO

Program Director Dennis West: Always looking at life through a new lens!
Proud to be a Commodore
2007 Girls State Delegates: Lizzie Sevée, Rachel Ruggles & Alexandra Larrow
2007 Boys State Delegates: Corey Melnick, Nate Merrill, Ted Housekeeper & Elias Baldwin
American Legion Oratorical Winner: Erin Conway, Eagle State Champion Speech: Jessie Sturtevant
HOBY Leadership Winner: Brittany Nevins, Rotary Speech Champ: Livy Teer
VFW Voice of Democracy National Finalist: John Viscido
Eric B. Benz, M.D. - Orthopedic Surgery
Benjamin N. Rosenberg, M.D. - Orthopedic Surgery & Sports Medicine
George M. Connelly, PA-C - Physician Assistant

Champlain Valley Orthopedics
1436 Exchange Street
Middlebury, VT. 05753
802-388-3194
www.champlainvalleyortho.com
Le Beau & O'Brien Oil Company
2 South Water Street
Vergennes, Vermont (802) 877-3741

Marble Works Pharmacy
Congratulations to the Class of 2007 as you chase your dreams!
187 Main Street, Vergennes, Vermont
(802) 877-1190

Town & Country Self Storage

Vergennes Variety
65 Main Street
Vergennes, VT
(802) 877-6768

Good Luck Class of 2007

Balfour/Taylor Publishing Co.
Class Rings ~ Caps & Gowns
Graduation Announcements ~ Awards
Diplomas ~ Yearbooks
1 Mill St., STE 148
Burlington, Vermont 05401
Balfour (802) 658-6126 ~ ptrono@verizon.net
Paul Trono ~ Nick Herberg
Addison County Chiropractic

Dr. Joel Palmer
Dr. Kimberly O'Boyle Palmer
56 Green Street
Vergennes, Vermont
(802) 877-3567

GAINES INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.

SCOTT W. GAINES, CIC, AAI

154 Monkton Road, P.O. Box 133, Vergennes, Vermont 05491
Telephone: 802-877-2878  FAX: 802-877-2682
Toll Free: 800-649-2878  E-Mail: scott@gainesinsurance.com

Brown McClay Funeral Homes

"May the roads rise with you and the wind always be at your back. And may the Lord hold you in the hollow of his hand."

48 South Maple Street
Vergennes, Vermont

4 South Street
Bristol, Vermont

Small City Market
5 South Water Street
Vergennes, Vermont 05491

Wishing all the graduates of 2007 the chance to follow their dreams.

LITTLE OTTER GENERAL STORE

TED & AGNES BOELENS

2707 ROUTE 7
Ferrisburgh, VT 05456
(802) 677-6714  FAX: (802) 677-6714

Gregory C. Maurer, DDS

46 New Haven Road
Vergennes, Vermont 05491
(802) 877-2110

KEEP ON SMILING!
Associates in
Lake and Mountain Properties
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Post Office Box 157
1 North Main Street, Vergennes, Vermont 05491
(802) 877-3232 • 800-577-3232
www.VermontLakeandMountain.com

Vergennes Animal Hospital
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2007
20 Main Street
Vergennes, Vt. 05491

Ouimette and Runcie
Wising the Class of 2007 all the world has to offer
257 Main Street
Vergennes, Vt.
(802) 877-3372
Congratulations To The Class of 2007

MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE

"THE LEGION FAMILY"

American Legion Post No. 14
American Legion Auxiliary Unit No 14
Sons of the American Legion Squadron 14
Shaw's Supermarkets
Helping make your life easier.

Congratulations,
Vergennes Union High School Class of 2007!

Open an ... eWings
today!
- No minimum balance
- No checks
- Free debit card
- Free Bill Pay
- Waived NBM atm fee
- Electronic statements

802-388-4982

$1,000 combined "family" balance at account opening

National Bank of Middlebury
Putting You First Since 1832
Member FDIC
Outback Auto
1268 Pea Ridge Road
Vergennes VT
Kevin "Barnzee" Barnes
1-802-877-3687

VT. State Inspections - Free Estimates
Monday - Friday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
We Repair All Makes and Models.
No Job is Too Big or Too Small.

Congratulations Ashley! We're proud of you!

Comfort Hill Kennel
90 Comfort Hill
Vergennes, VT 05491
877-8308

Pampering your pooches and providing quality care away from home.

People marched, demonstrated, fought, argued and voted to make their voices heard. People put the Democrats in control of Congress. People demanded an exit strategy from Iraq. Immigrants marched to show how valuable they are to the American economy. Scientists from the University of Hawaii announced that they had discovered a new planet. A former presidential candidate took a grey-haired man and turned him into an American Idol.

We became the media. MySpace, Facebook, YouTube, and SecondLife were the places to see and be seen. And we learned that it was difficult to leave your house when you lived online. We relied on iTunes, Blockbuster and Netflix to deliver movies directly to our doors. DVRs and online downloads let us watch our favorite TV shows. And our increased online music purchases have further crippled the sales of compact discs.

We grew and we learned. We discovered that dark chocolate was good for lowering the blood pressure, while Cherry and Mint Chocolate were good for making calls. We found out that high school was a lot more fun as a musical. We used our purchasing power to fight AIDS in South Africa, and we bought David Beckham for $50 million. We declared war on global warming, and we were shocked when the only hurricanes to hit the east coast this year brought home the Stanley Cup.

And we finally got some recognition. For one thing, the world in 2006, we the people were named Time magazine's "Person of the Year." And for good reason this year's accomplishments will shape the future. They will forever affect our daily lives. And they will live always in our hearts, in our minds, and in the pages of this yearbook.
DEMOCRATS ROCK THE HOUSE
Voters showed their disappointment with a mismanaged war, our President and scandals on Capitol Hill by electing a democrat-controlled congress.

GOOGLE BUYS YOUTUBE
YouTube, started in 2005 by Chad Hurley and Steve Chen, is bought for $1.65 billion by internet search powerhouse Google.

AMISH SCHOOL TRAGEDY
Before taking his own life, Charles C. Roberts killed five girls and wounded five others in a one-room Amish schoolhouse in West Nickel Mines, Pa.

NEW ORLEANS – ONE YEAR LATER
New Orleans struggles to get back on its feet in the first full year since Hurricane Katrina devastated the city. In 2006, New Orleans (and the rest of America’s coastline) were spared from any hurricane making US landfall.

DONALD RUMSFELD STEPS DOWN
Donald Rumsfeld steps down as Defense Secretary one day after the 2006 midterm elections, in which opposition to the war in Iraq contributed to heavy Republican losses.

MEL Gibson's MALIBU MELTDOWN
MEL Gibson's MALIBU MELTDOWN

CELEBRITY TRAGEDY
Michael Richards and Mel Gibson both make headlines for behaving badly, Gibson's tirade coming while being pulled over by Malibu police, and Richards' rant after being heckled on stage at a comedy club.

CHENEY'S GOT A SUN
U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney accidentally shoots lawyer Harry Whittington during a Texas quail hunting trip. The shooting, not the accident, ignites controversy.

RAHMAN RUSSELI EXECUTED
Former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein is convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity and hanged to death by hanging.

MEL Gibson's MALIBU MELTDOWN

TROOP SURGE
President Bush announced a new plan to send 21,500 more American troops into Iraq to help settle the country’s increasing violence, particularly in the capital city of Baghdad.
Pluto No Longer a Planet
Still Loveable Cartoon Dog, Astronomers Assure.

Pluto was devoted to being a ‘dwarf planet’ by the International Astronomical Union, having only eight planets in our solar system. Science textbooks everywhere need to be re-written.

Gerald Rudolph Ford Jr.
1973-2006
Gerald Ford, the 38th president of the United States, dies at his home in Rancho Mirage, CA at the age of 93. Ford became president after Richard Nixon resigned in the wake of the Watergate scandal, and during his two-year term, Ford sought to restore the nation’s confidence in the basic institutions of government.

Don’t Eat Your Vegetables,
They’re Bad for You
E. coli bacteria found in spinach grown in the Salinas Valley causes 199 infections, three deaths and 31 kidney failures nationwide. The scare prompts massive recalls of spinach and leafy salads at farms.

Change in Flight Planes
Ill, ate traced abruptly changes when liquids are banned from all carry-on luggage after the discovery of a terrorist plan in Great Britain involving liquid explosives on U.S.-bound flights.

In protest of proposed U.S.-
443%, which would make felons
of illegal aliens, immigrants stage a
demonstration in May 2006. The protesters
abstain from buying, selling, working, and
attending school for the day to show their opposition to the measures. A quarter of the illegal immigrants’ labor is
needed for the U.S. economy.

The Clone Sect: Cadillac’s Daughter

Nukers Are a No-No
North Korea conducts an underground nuclear weapons test and claims their troops are prepared for nuclear war, alarming the international community and sparking calls for tightened sanctions.

We’ll Pay Any Price Not to
Ride the School Bus.
Gas prices broke all records this year, hitting a peak when a gallon of gasoline reached $4.25 in Chicago.

Steve Irwin, 1962-2006
Steve “The Crocodile Hunter” Irwin dies after being struck in the chest by a stingray while filming an ocean documentary. He is survived by his wife Terri and daughter Bindi Sue.

Full Serve
Regular
4 15
LIFE IS A HIGHWAY
Rascal Flatts release the all-power- dominating "My Wish," which hits #1 on the Country charts, and the vocals are also voted CMA, ACM, CMT and AMA Vocal Group of the Year.

NON HARMING MILLIONS
In addition to adopting a Malawian baby boy, Kudrow sets the record for the highest-grossing tour ever by a female artist.

THRIFTY VIDEO MAKERS
OK Go continue their tradition of continuous, well-choreographed homemade videos with the release of "Here It Goes Again" performed on four treadmills.

Myspace Music
Myspace changes the face of music by allowing unknown bands to reach a large audience.

IF YOU HATED... Country music sensation Tim McGraw has a mega-popular tour with his wife Faith Hill, and gets his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

THERE FELLAS ARE GOOD
Three 6 Mafia make history as the first African American hip-hop group to win an Academy Award for Best Song, from the Hustle and Flow soundtrack.

OTHER BOYS DON’T KNOW HOW TO ACT
Justin Timberlake’s second solo album debuts at #1, and he becomes a frequent guest-host of Saturday Night Live.

SHUT UP AND SING
The Dixie Chicks release their new album "Taking the Long Way" and receive 5 Grammy nominations. They are also the subject of the documentary film "Shut Up And Sing," which follows them from the peak of their popularity through the wake of the anti-George W. Bush comment made by Natalie Maines in 2003.

WHAT CAN CHRIS BROWN
DO FOR YOU?
Chris Brown’s self-titled debut album blows up and gets him nominations for "Artist of the Year" and "Best New Artist."
After 20 years of poking fun at popular songs, Weird Al Yankovich finally scores a top-10 hit with his parody of Chamillionaire's "Ridin'."

Jersey Shore

Bon Jovi releases "Who Says You Can't Go Home," a duet with country singer Jennifer Nettles of the band Sugarland and becomes the first Rock & Roll Band to have a #1 hit on Billboard's Hot Country Chart.

Pink is The New Rock

Labelled "the anti-pop star," Pink blasts other popular female vocalists in her song "Stupid Girls."

Earning One Song Votes and Over 3 Billion Views

The billionth song to be downloaded from iTunes, Coldplay's "Speed of Sound," is purchased by 16-year-old Alex Ostrovsky.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE

The Red Hot Chili Peppers releases their first two-disc album of their 2006 career, Stadium Arcadium. It becomes one of the best-selling albums of the year.

People Say You're Pretty Awesome

Word-of-mouth about the Arctic Monkeys spreads online, with the release of their first full-length album resulting in the release of their second single, "Whatever People Say I Am, That's What I Am Not."

MEANINGLESS RELEASING

The first in the band's "Floundering" trilogy, each release of the year may release unreleased tracks and alternate versions of the songs in the promotion of the album released by the band.

Might Be Enough

For her album "The Breakthrough," Mary J. Blige receives the most Grammy nominations of any artist for the 2007 awards. "Be Without You" is nominated for both "Record of the Year" and "Song of the Year." The album sells over six million copies worldwide.

Back to Basics

Christina Aguilera embraces a more mature, elegant image, and her third album, "Back to Basics," goes to #1 in 12 countries.

The Price of Fame

Bow Wow announces that his fifth album "The Price of Fame," may be his last, as he intends to focus on his acting career.
Captain Jack Sparrow is doomed to an afterlife of servitude if he can't squirm his way out of a debt to the legendary (and slimy) Davy Jones, in Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest.

“THANKS, YOU. HOW CLEAN OUT YOUR DESK.”
Before getting fired from Paramount Pictures, Tom Cruise films Mission: Impossible III which raises in $397,597,850 worldwide.

RATED “ARERRRRRRGH!”

In the final chapter of the X-Men trilogy, a “mutant” or mutancy threatens to alter the course of history. Mutants now have a choice: retain their uniqueness, though it isolates and alienates them, or give up their powers and become human.

DON'T LET ANYTHING IN... OR OUT

In Night at the Museum, night watchman Larry Daley has his work cut out for him as the exhibits magically come to life and wage epic battles.

ON THE TRAIL OF THE SNAKE

The highly anticipated adaptation of Dan Brown’s best-selling novel, The Da Vinci Code, opens in spite of protests, bans, and boycotts surrounding the film’s controversial themes. But that didn’t stop the movie from raking in $250 million at the box office.

IT'S A SNEKODUMENTARY!

Stand-up comedian Dane Cook steps off the stage and onto the big screen to court Jessica Simpson’s character in Employee of the Month.

GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66

In Case, Lightning McQueen is living in the fast lane until he gets stuck in sleepy Radiator Springs, where he discovers that there’s more to life than trophies and fame.
SONG'S BEGINNING

Daniel Craig steps in to play James Bond in Casino Royale, the 21st installment of the 007 series. The film establishes a new timeline in the Bond franchise by playing out Bond's first mission as agent 007.

THE RENUWARER

A trio of guys try to make up for missed childhood opportunities by forming a three-player baseball team to compete against standard little league squads. Most of the film's laughs come from David Spade's haircut.

DREAMGIRLS

With eight Oscar Nominations

A trio of girls try to make up for missed childhood opportunities by forming a three-player baseball team to compete against standard little league squads. Most of the film's laughs come from David Spade's haircut.

IF YOU AIN'T FIRST, YOU'RE LAST

In Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby, Will Ferrell plays a born-to-be-fast NASCAR champion who has his reputation and dominance challenged by a French Formula One driver. With the help of his estranged father (and his live cougar), Ricky Bobby gets his driving back and reclaims his title.

HAPPY CAMPER

Loosely based on the true story of Chris Gardner, The Pursuit of Happyness stars Will Smith and his real-life son, and follows Gardner's struggles to break into the stock brokerage business as an intern, despite a rocky financial situation.

SUPERMAN RETURNS

The Man of Steel takes a five-year vacation and returns just in time to find Lex Luthor plotting to take over the world.

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

It's one thing if your remote can control your home theatre, but what if it could control the universe around you? Adam Sandler leaves lessons for life and gets one last rewind in Click.
Heroes tells the story of several people who thought they were normal, until they wake with incredible abilities such as telepathy, time travel, and flight. These people soon realize they have a role in saving mankind.

Know Me the Money
This year produced a rash of high-drama game shows like Deal Or No Deal and 1 vs. 100. Each show offers contestants an opportunity to win a million dollars, but the odds are stacked against them. Harder than playing the games understanding their complex rules.

Katie Couric moves from NBC to host The CBS Evening News and becomes the first woman to serve as the sole anchor of an evening news broadcast.

Anchors Away

With a Name Like Tailor, He Was To Be Good
Taylor Hicks' energetic performances and classic soul music roots earned him a following of devoted fans, dubbed the “Soul Patrol.” Hicks’ fans cast enough votes to earn him the title of the fifth American Idol.

Ugly Betty
Betty Suarez dreams of working in the fashion industry. Despite being smart, hard-working, and productive, her dream is shadowed by the fact that she isn’t the best looking young woman. But she’s not going to let a little thing like that stop her.

Another Day at the Office for Jack Bauer
Season six of 24 picks up 20 months after last season’s shocking finale, when Jack Bauer was captured by Chinese government agents and headed for points unknown. But we’ve already said too much.

Popular TV Shows
Prison Break
Heroes
24
Smallville
House
Gilmore Girls
Grey’s Anatomy
One Tree Hill
Desperate Housewives
Battlestar Galactica
The OC
Scrubs
Veronica Mars
Lost
Laguna Beach
Ugly Betty
In High School Musical, two students who are worlds apart secretly decide to audition for their school's musical, a decision that creates a host of issues...
CARD TRICKS
After years of being a laughingstock of the major leagues, the Detroit Tigers surge to the top of the standings, ultimately winning the American League Championship. They advance to the World Series where their dreams were cut short by the St. Louis Cardinals, who won the series 4 games to 1.

COLTS RAIN ON BEARS' PARADE
Coach Tony Dungy and quarterback Peyton Manning lead the Indianapolis Colts to a 29-17 victory over the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl XLI on a rainy night in Miami, Florida. It is the first Super Bowl win for Manning, and he is also named Super Bowl MVP.

DALLAS BURNED
After defeating the Detroit Pistons in the playoffs, the Miami Heat advanced to their first NBA Finals in franchise history against the Dallas Mavericks. The Heat took the NBA title in Dallas, winning the series four games to two.

FRENCH WORLD CUP CHAMPIONS
In the final minutes of the final game of the 2006 World Cup, Zinedine Zidane of France headbutted Marco Materazzi of Italy, sending Materazzi to the ground. Italy wins the game in a 5-3 shootout.

HURRICANE STANLEY HITS CAROLINAS
In the first full season since the 2004-2005 NHL lockout, the Carolina Hurricanes defeat the Edmonton Oilers in the 2006 Stanley Cup Playoffs. The season also introduced new rules to speed up the pace of gameplay.

DRUG PEDDLER
Floyd Landis wins the Tour de France, but has the win contested after testing positive for performance-enhancing substances.
The Florida Gators defeat the school 73-57 to win the school's first NCAA Men's Basketball Championship.

Note: Professional is champion he has won the first WBA title in and the WBC title from his previous 1st Preference to Los Angeles to play Major League soccer for the LA Galaxy.

After a stellar American career, he earns his first American to win three different Grand Slam tournaments at least three times each and is also holder of any other records, if you're not yet impressed.

Kobe Bryant scores the second-highest game single-total in NBA history, 81 points against the Toronto Raptors.
Google Earth is definitely the coolest way to scour the globe without leaving your house. The addictive satellite image-based mapping program is fun, easy to use, and indispensable for the "directionally challenged."
Finally, starting to release Blu-Ray and HD DVD movies and players. The question 'Which one will come out on top? Much like the Beta vs. VHS Wars of the 1980s, one format is expected to eclipse the other and become the standard.

Meteorology

METEORIFICATION

In your profession as a meteorologist or a major account manager, you know the importance of being able to measure every environmental condition, easily and accurately, right in the palm of your hand.

STAY IN VISTA

 длгs and smartphones like the Blackberry Pearl and the Samsung BlackJack are starting to get more media-savvy. Both phones now feature text-messaging, internet browsers, MP3 and video playback as well as a 3.1 MPixel camera.
SKINNY JEANS
Combine 1980's throwback fashion with emo music, and you get boys and girls in drainpipe jeans.

PRODUCT
A brand co-created by U2's Bono, (RED) invites corporations to create a product with the (PRODUCT) RED logo. A percentage of the product's profit is given to the Global Fund to fight AIDS in Africa.

RATEBOWS & CROCS
If you don't have 'em, why do you need 'em?

SPORT STACKING
Kids nationwide are making pyramids of cups appear and disappear with lightning speed.

HUGE BURGERS
Card counting is so five minutes ago.
Two-, three-, and four-patty burgers are on the menu at fast food restaurants.

NETFLIX vs. BLOCKBUSTER ONLINE
The end of the brick-and-mortar video store is near! Netflix becomes so popular that Blockbuster has to beef up their online rental service to compete.

PIRATE FASHION
Inspired by Pirates of the Caribbean, skulls and Jolly Rogers are en vogue.
Fraternal Order of Eagles

Addison Aerie & Auxiliary #3801
67 New Haven Road
Vergennes, VT 05491
802-877-2055

Congratulations on your accomplishments
Class of 2007!

"We are people helping people."
Trust our Experienced Professionals at

Long Trail Physical Therapy

FIVE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Bennington, VT 05201
180 Pearl Street
Phone: (802) 264-1032
Fax: (802) 264-1037

Burlington, VT 05401
399 Main Street
Phone: (802) 877-6991
Fax: (802) 877-6992

Enchanted, VT 05417
61 Huntinton Road
Unit 1A.
Phone: (802) 434-8065
Fax: (802) 434-8066

Milton, VT 05468
149 Route 7 South
Suite 105
Phone: (802) 893-1441
Fax: (802) 893-2269

Middlebury, VT
72 Towne Place
Suite 10
Phone: (802) 388-1174
Fax: (802) 388-1174

the clinic nearest you for your Physical Therapy needs.
God Bless Little Girls, for they grow up in the most beautiful and special way.

With Love,

Celebrating Kelli-Jo & The Class of 2007

Associates in Orthodontics

Drs. Angus, Librizzi & Blasiusg

Braces for Children and Adults

Congratulations Vergennes Graduates

For appointments:
99 Court Street
Middlebury, VT 05753
802-388-2222

or

1 Kennedy Drive
S. Burlington, VT 05403
800-750-1000

www.vtbraces.com
Georgia, Georgia. The whole day through. Just a sad sweet song that keeps Georgia on my mind.* Many of you probably didn’t know that Mrs. Kuhns originally hailed from Georgia.

Most of us know her as a caring and permanent part of life at VUHS. Many of us know she and her husband have two daughters and one son. What we bet she didn’t know is how much VUHS appreciates her and looks forward each day to her smile and her accent. Of course we all know we Vermonters don’t have any accent, right!

We all know how much Mrs. Morse gives to VUHS and our students. Meet another reason she smiles so much! Here she is as a very proud grandmother. We spotlight this special person who makes VUHS so memorable a place to learn.
EXPEDITIONS IN SNOW

ON the WILD Side!

Point of View
"Art is a fruit that grows in man, like a fruit on a plant, or a child in its mother's womb." - Jean Arp

"A work of art which did not begin in emotion is not art." - Paul Cezanne

"Art is made to disturb. Science reassure. There is only one valuable thing in art; the thing you cannot explain." - Georges Braque

"The job of the artist is always to deepen the mystery." - Francis Bacon
"Art is either plagiarism or revolution." - Paul Gauguin

"I have forced myself to contradict myself in order to avoid conforming to my own taste." - Marcel Duchamp

"It's all the same to me. I must keep the first impression fresh. If it is lost, I must find it again." - Otto Dix

"The object of art is not to reproduce reality, but to create a reality of the same intensity." - Alberto Giacometti
"The beautiful is in nature, and it is encountered under the most diverse forms of reality. Once it is found it belongs to art, or rather the artist who discovers it." - Gustave Courbet
Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving. What you have caught on film is captured forever... it remembers little things, long after you have forgotten everything." - Aaron Siskind

"To me, photography is an art of observation. It's about finding something interesting in an ordinary place... I've found it has little to do with the things you see and everything to do with the way you see them." - Elliott Erwitt

Photos by Elayne La Bombard
CELEBRATING THE MOMENT.
And days go by, I feel them flying like a hand, out the window in the wind. The cars go by. It's all we've been given, so you'd better start livin. Oh, the days go by.

We talk about tomorrow, but then it slips away. We talk about forver, but we've only got today. And the days go by. (K. Urban)
Life in the Middle ........
STUDENTS CAUGHT IN THE ACT

WELCOME TO THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Ten Expeditionary Learning Principles

1. The primacy of self-discovery
2. The having of wonderful ideas
3. The responsibility for learning
4. Empathy and caring
5. Success and failure
6. Collaboration and competition
7. Diversity and inclusion
8. The natural world
9. Solitude and reflection
10. Service and compassion

Expeditions in A New Learning Style

Steering the Ship: Co-Principal
Peter Reynolds

Millennium

Farside

Odyssey
They Fly Through The Air With the Greatest of Ease
FAR SIDE

Hardest Exam

Favorite Teacher

Favorite Subject

Favorite Book

JOSEPH LAPERLE
SHEILA LARROW
ANDREW LUCIA
WILLARD MAGGION
SARA MITCHELL

NATASHA MULILTON
CHRISTIAN MUTINI
KRISTIN NOLAN
BENJAMIN PARSONS
BRIAN RICHER

JASON SAMPSON
DOMINICK SIMPSON
MONIQUE SIMPSON
PETER SMITH
JAZMIN SPEAR

CARA STRONA
MOLLY STRUHAMMER
HANNAH STURTEVANT
FRANCES TROMBLEY
MATTHEW VERNO

MELISSA WEBB
ROBERT WHALEN
STARR WHITNEY
HALIE NOLAN  
BRITTANY OUELLETTE  
CASEY POQUETTE  
LISA PORTER  
ANTHONY PRESTON  
ARIANA PRICE  

DEVAN ROBERTS  
CHELSEA ROSS  
KIMBERLEE RUSSETT  
MEGAN SAATHOFF  
HAYDEN SENESAC  
CASEY SHEA  

ANNAJO SMITH  
HANNAH SMITH  
MEGAN SMITH  
MICHAELA SORKELL  
MORGAN STINCHFIELD  
KATELYN STONE  

KATELYNN VIAU  
KELSEY WILDASIN
Beneath the Surface...

Everyone has a story. Each individual has made an impact. Beneath the stereotypes, beneath the groups, there are real people, each with a unique view of the world. More than an athlete, more than a musician, more than an intellectual: each individual who is more than just a name.
TEAM

ODYSSEY
The World You Long to See

Los Angeles Lullabies
with each ray of slow sunlight that accents your glowing dreams.
Drowning in moonlit flings
on some Venice rooftop,
you whisper that we are the world
and in that moment I believe you.

New York Nighttime
where your doubts clash neon
and your dreams wander the sidewalk-street
in a cold hurry.

White life-light blinds your
searing insecurities
behind frosted glass.

Seattle Shadows
with each drop of eager rain that collides with the gray sidewalks
that your
black Converse slap when you
run
angrily
broken-hearted best friend.

Paris Phantasies linger
stale on your breath and
embedded in the luxurious fabrics
you cling to
on nights when the moon is
contained in a
tinny piano.

London Love in a
sidewalk café I told you my
dreams
and with them you walked away
into the
dreary night on streets wet with
ideals -
C.D.
Seeking Pathways to Being
Life Long Friends and Learners

MARY KITTREDGE
JUSTIN LAFOUNTAIN
SIERRA LANE
MARCY LANGLAIS
HANNA MAILLOUX
PETER MCDURTEE
SHANE McGRATH
ANTHONY MILLER

MCKAYLA MYERS
KENNED NEWKIRK
NATHAN NORTH
MERECEDEIE NORTON
NICHOLAS PAULIN
ANTHONY PLANKEY
BRIENA PLOOF
ALLISON PROVOST

RYAN PUTNAM
BENJAMIN RAO
BRENDIN ROBERTS
SIERRA ROBERTS
NADIA ROBOY
MARSHALL ROOD
ALEX RUSSETT
ANDREW RUSSETT

BRAD RUNSETT
TYLER SAWYER
SHELBY SHEEHAN
STEVEN SICKLES
RACHEL SMITH
DANIEL STAPLEFORD
SETH STONE
ALLISON STRALEY

TAKE IT OUT THERE

G.L.
MIDDLE SCHOOL SPRING SPORTS: TRACK, BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

Vergennes Track & Field Roster
Coach: Emily Cook
Gavin Bicknell
Michaela Bicknell
Hillary Sedelnick
Chris Parfit
Sam Langrock
Sierra Roberts
Will Kuhns
Is Hamilton
Oakes Trombley
Jenn Cunningham
Kendall NewKirk
Natalie McClay
Monique Simpson
Kelsey Howard
Spencer Howard

VUHS B Team Baseball

Vergennes Baseball A Team Roster:
Logan Williams, Kameron Brooks, Jackson Alexander, Margie Kerschner, Hans Westenfeld, Travis Kilborn, Dylan Bresnick, Simon Flynn, Cody Steele, JC Dugan, Jeffrey Fortune and Jon Kauffman
Taking it to the Mat

Middle School Wrestling
Hoopin' It Up
Middle School Boys Basketball
Yell Out Your Colors, Commodores!
Middle School Cheerleading & Dance Team

Dancin', Jumpin', Stuntin', and Yellin' Out Proudly Everywhere we go...People Want to Know... Who We Are... So We Tell Them... We are the Commodores... The Mighty, Mighty Commodores... We're gonna fight with all our might!
Playing Ball for Y'All

Middle School Girls' Basketball

[Images of a group of middle school girls playing basketball and posing for a photo]
Track & Field

Middle School's Newest Game In Town
Driving Force of a New Program and a New Commodore Power Team
Sharing the Shots

Middle School Boys' Soccer
Pulling it All Together

Middle School Girls' Soccer
Vermont Kids Against Tobacco

Math Counts
STUDENT LIFE AT VUMS

Middle School Student Council
Middle School Rowing Team
CHORUS
Bringing Together the School as a Community
AR E YO U A T RUE C O M M O D O R E ?

Start here:

- Have you ever dressed up for spirit week? [Yes → Have you helped in building your class float?]
- No → Do you play a school sport?

- Yes → Have you ever participated in cheers during the pep rallies?
- No → Have you ever used the phrase "Go Commodores!"

- Yes → Would you have spirit even if everyone else did not?
- No → The amount of spirit that you have is dangerously low.

- Yes → Don't worry...you have the potential of being more spirited.
- No → Go Commodores! You have as much spirit as the cheerleaders.
13. Learn how to knit.

12. Survive a Wiger science class.

11. Go to Prom.

10. Get onto DeBlois' DTML and redeem yourself.

9. Be in an eating competition.

8. Stay home from school just for fun once a semester.

7. Join a club.
Before You Graduate

1. Pull at least one senior prank.
2. Do at least one community service project.
3. Park cattywampus in the parking lot.
4. Attend a school musical event.
5. Participate in the blood drive.
6. Start a food fight.
FAREWELL CLASS OF 2007!

VUHS